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Namaste Priya-Samskrita-Bandho,

Our grandma used to tell stories from Sanskrit texts. The Bhajans recited by
our aunt used to always calm us and give peace. Shlokas recited by our
Amma gave some unknown bliss. Closing our eyes and listening to them,
even today, gives a feeling of lying on her lap. Our Sanskrit class Guruji’s
concepts and games helped understand many interesting things about life.
Do we miss them now?

Someone said, ‘That is Knowledge, which gives us humility || या विनयं ददावि,
सा एि विद्या || and which liberates us || सा विद्या या विमकु्तय े || Samskrita-vidya
is the only knowledge which fulfills both conditions. Other degrees give us
ego and bondage.

Thanks a billion for taking this Sanskrit e-learning treasure and starting your
most amazing journey of experiencing Sanskrit-360.

What you have in your hand is the result of incredible effort by a ‘dream
team’ brought together and purely managed by God. The team consists of
passionate authentic Sanskrit scholars with decades of teaching experience,
technology and computer wizards, script-writers, animation experts,
instructional designers, e-learning developers, social media experts, project
management stalwarts, Board of Advisors and management team– all of
whom have dedicated their lives to this cause of Samskritam-Samskriti and
Samskara.

The above team is supported by selfless parents, Gurus, patrons, donors,
and well-wishers, who pray for and bless us everyday.

This product will be your personal Sanskrit teacher and companion, who
will help you go through your Sanskrit learning journey, in the most
interesting way. With a spoon of discipline and commitment you will
achieve great success.

In case you find any trouble in your learning, please contact us at the below
co-ordinates. We will try our best to help you.
Happy learning and discovering !

In the service of Samskrita-mata, 
Shri Venkatasubramanian P 
Co-Founder, Vyoma Labs
www.digitalsanskritguru.com
Support Helpline: +91 9480865623 
support@vyomalabs.in 3
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Why is Personal Sanskrit Companion needed for Kids  ?

1. The common goal of human life is to understand the 
purpose of life and to attain eternal happiness.

2. One of the routes to achieve this goal is through studying 
and attaining the knowledge, which can help us identify our 
purpose of life and also help us with real-permanent 

happiness.

3. Samskrita-vidya is the only knowledge which gives us 
humility || या विनयं ददावि, सा एि विद्या || and which liberates us || सा
विद्या या विमकु्तये ||, thereby giving us the eternal bliss.  Other 

degrees and knowledge give us ego and bondage.

4. This Personal Sanskrit Companion contains e-learning tools 
and courses which help gain entry to the knowledge of such 
Samskrita-vidya 

5. Any knowledge learnt at young age is invaluable. If that 
learning is enjoyable and pleasant, it creates a life-long 
interest and commitment to the subject. 

Hence this PSC for kids is a great treasure which can make 
their life very happy always.
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What is ‘PSC-for Kids’ ?

PSC is a collection of tools to support sharpening of 
• Listening 
• Speaking 
• Reading
• Writing
• Comprehension and 
• Composition skills of children

This Personal Sanskrit Companion contains 18 SECTIONS 
including a deep learning section containing the complete 
Vocabulary Builder product.   

The above content is divided into Basic and Higher Learning.  
There are 11 Basic modules and 19 Higher learning modules. 
Some sections have both and some have only Basic or Higher 
learning. 

There are around 1300+ items, 360 lessons, 120+ activities, with 
a running duration of 1400+ minutes (around 25hours) 

With regular and committed learning, the content herewith 

can be enjoyed over a period of few years. 

Kindly refer the suggested curriculum sheet on how to use this 
product.  
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How to use the ‘PSC-For Kids’   ?

1. Kindly go through the PSC- Kids content sheet to know 
what are the sections, modules, lessons and topics 
available in this product. 

2. Kindly go through the PSC – Suggested Curriculum Sheet on 
how to use this product over a few years. 

3. Kindly take a print-out of the tracker manual, affix it in the 
study room and update it regularly along with your child 
and motivate them with stars and comments.    

4.  Kindly go through the ‘About’ section for answers to 
Frequently asked questions. 

FEW IMPORTANT NOTES TO PARENTS: 

1. It is highly recommended to first finish ‘Basic’ portions of all 
sections and then start the ‘Higher-learning’ sections. 

2. It is highly recommended to have parental supervision and 
guidance while using these products. Limited screen time is 
safe for kids. 

3. There may be some questions/ lessons which the student 
may not be able to comprehend/ play.  It is advised that 
parents introduce these topics to kids.

4. At the end of every module, kindly press the back button in 

your browser to go to the previous selection screen.
5. Face to Face learning which is learning under a Guru is the 

best method of learning Sanskrit.  However in the absence 
of a Guru; a child can treat this PSC as its Guru.  Parents who 
don’t know Sanskrit can guide their children using this tool; 
since this has the learning path associated with the same.  

6. This product has a combination of audio, video, activities to 
make Sanskrit learning fun and effective for kids. 

7. Some of the content have been repeated for revision and 
reinforcement. 

8. Please contact us for online competition or assessment and 
certification (contact details in the net page). 
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Troubleshooting 

In case there is a font display issue – kindly follow the 
instruction for the ‘Font Installation’
1. Open the pen-drive, locate the font file named "Roboto-
Medium". 
2. Select and Copy it. (Ctrl+C Or Right Click and select Copy 
option) 
3. Go to Control Panel. (Locate it by searching at the Start 
and open it.)
4. Locate the "Fonts" folder. Click open.
5. Now, paste the font already held in Copy.
6. Shutdown and restart the computer for updating the fonts. 

This helps to view the letters perfectly.

Support and Contact
For more information about the products and courses, visit 
www.digitalsanskritguru.com / www.sanskritfromhome.in 

In case you have any questions/queries/feedback, 
Please email us at support@vyomalabs.in (or) 
Call us on +919480865623 for any clarifications or issues 

Please spread a word about our products, share the joy of 
learning, and join us in this noble endeavour for the cause of 
Samskritam.

For other face to face learning options for children please 
visit www.ggss.org.in or call us on +919480865623 for details. 

Do you want to adopt this package for your PLAY HOME/ 
SCHOOL? If yes, please send an email to 
support@vyomalabs.in or call us on +9480865623 .

All content herewith are developed by Vyoma Linguistic Labs 
Foundation and copyright is reserved.

Any unauthorised use, distribution, copying, reproduction, 
multiplication, lending, adaptation and synchronization 
of this product is strictly prohibited and is violation of 
applicable laws. 

##  LEARN SANSKRIT - BE HAPPY - BE REALLY HAPPY ##
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Sl No. Module Sub Title (Below Title) 

Module 

No. Basic

Module 

No. Higher Learning

1 Rhymes

Sing and dance along with 

Simple Sanskrit rhymes B1 Animated Rhymes H1 Animated Rhymes with lyrics 

2 Bhajans

Heartful, divine, calming 

bhajans B2 Karoke Bhajans H2

Bhajans from Sri Udayalur Kalyanaraman 

Bhagavatar

3 Shlokas

Health, wealth and wisdom 

through Sanskrit shlokas B3 Karoke daily shlokas H3 Karaoke Lokaprarthana shlokas

4 Bhagavad Gita

Real Knolwedge through Gita 

shlokas B4

Karaoke for 12th Chapter 

of Gita H4 Karaoke - Dhyana Shloka  of Bhagavad Gita

5 Ramayanam

Victory everywhere (internally 

and externally) through 

Ramayana shlokas B5

Karaoke - Aaditya 

Hrudayam of Valmiki 

Ramayanam H5

Sankshepa Ramayanam - from 

Valmikiramayanam

6 Subhashitas

Knolwedge for Life - Wise gems 

from Sanskrit texts H6

Animated subhashitas with Karaoke and 

activities

7 Stories

Value Education - through 

engaging moral stories B6

Animated stories with 

meaning of select words H7 Animated Panchatantra stories 

H8 Live lessons on Pauranic Stories

8 Dinachari Daily discipline through prayers H9

Audio lesson for dinachari-shlokas, from 

morning till we go to bed - teacher and 

student mode

9 Sankhyas Fun with numbers B7

Numbers with audio and 

visual and activities H10 Guided lesson on numbers with activities

10 Vocabulary Fun with words H11

Sanskrit words for select categories - in 

flashcard technique - Audio, picture and 

activities

11 Sanskrit Sounds

Fun with Sounds, Script and 

Letters - Varnamala H12

Learn Vowels and consonants in the most 

fun way 

12 Noun Forms

Structured, Scientifc way of 

studying noun forms H13 Ajanta -Sadharana - Shabdas 

13

Experience Live 

Teaching 

Enjoy a live recorded class with 

traditional teachers H14

Two full lesson from the popular webinar 

called "Online shloka class for children" 

available in www.sanskritfromhome.in

14 Write E-tool to practise writing B8

An innovative tool to 

practice writing Sanskrit 

letters for as many times 

as you want 

15 Pronounce

Record and Listen how you 

pronounce B9

An innovative tool to 

practice pronouncing 

Sanskrit letters for as many 

times as you want 

16 Books

E-book to learn rhymes and 

words B10

Colourful book for 

Shishugeethani rhymes in 

B1 & H1 H15

Link to purchase the colourful, Amazon 

No.1 best-seller book called 'Sanskrit 

Vocabulary builder'  (Kindle version) 

17

More Vocabulary 

Learning 

Games and Activities to learn 

Sanskrit words of daily usage H16

Full product of our most popular 

vocabulary Builder- Vol 1 

18

Value Education 

Games

Engaging games to improve 

brain power and language 

capability B11 Popular quiz questions H17 Games from SG.com

H18 Math Game

H19 Memory Game

Contents of PSC – Kids 
(Refer ‘detailed content sheet’ in ‘User manual’ section of the home page website for details. 

Annexure
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